
To: ______________________ 

      ______________________ 

      ______________________ 

From: ______________________ 

          ______________________ 

          ______________________ 

 

Notice to All Republican Form States and Congressional Officers and Businesses doing 

commerce within the 50 American States 

 
[Demand for Investigation and Restricting or revoking of License to Commerce Entities 

Enforcing Oppressive Demands On the People or Workers] 

 
I, , one of the People, do give notice to you as a government 

official or business owner, in order to make clear the law created by the People, as forefathers 

of America, and Framers of the 50 State Constitutions and the Constitution of the United States  

of America, that you and your agents may provide due care and immediate remedy to the 

People; 

 
I, declare that the United States government already swore to provide a Republican Form of 

Government to All 50 States (See the Constitutional Provision Below): 

 
Article 4 Section 4 United States Constitution: 

 
Section 4 

The United States shall guarantee to every State in this Union a Republican Form of 

Government, and shall protect each of them against Invasion; and on Application of the 

Legislature, or of the Executive (when the Legislature cannot be convened) against domestic 

Violence. 

 
Please take further notice, that as one of the People, I recognize that there are Federal and 

State Partnerships that allow money to be given to businesses for following Covid Mandates 

and that the Federal programs also give administrative cost that benefit all parties administering 

the programs, thus leaving unclean hands and conflicts of interest that are not usually known by 

the common people. Therefore, I wish to break down fundamental principles about republics, 

that you may realize that you are not allowed to interfere with rights of the People by vote and 

any attempts are considered a trespass (please see authorities below): 

 
1. Kentucky Constitution Bill of Rights: Text of Section 2: 

 
Absolute and arbitrary power over the lives, liberty and property of freemen exists nowhere in a 

republic, not even in the largest majority. 

 
Arizona Constitution Declaration of Rights: Text of Section 8: 

Right to Privacy: ”No person shall be disturbed in his private affairs, or his home invaded, without 

authority of law.” 



 
3. Etymology: Republic republic (n.) 

"state in which supreme or executive power rests in the people via representatives chosen by 

citizens entitled to vote," c. 1600, from French république (15c.), from Latin respublica (ablative 

republica) "the common weal, a commonwealth, state, republic," literally res publica "public 

interest, the state," from res "affair, matter, thing" (see re) + publica, fem. of publicus "public" 

(see public (adj.)). [Emphasis by Highlight Added] 

 
Please take notice that the word Republic deals with affairs, matters, and things that are open to 

the public, and not things that are private, in which neither the States nor Federal Government 

were given any authority. Health decisions dealing with personal medical treatments, decisions 

to wear mask, carry vaccine identification or even sharing that information, are all things dealing 

with one’s private health. Knowledge related to private information is not granted as a power to 

any government and therefore a conflict of interest when a government entices businesses to 

enforce these measures on the People, or as employers for compensation by those acting as 

the People’s Trustees; 

 
4. Texas Constitution Bill of Rights: 

 
Text of Section 2: 

Inherent Political Power; Republican Form of Government 

 
All political power is inherent in the people, and all free governments are founded on their 

authority, and instituted for their benefit. The faith of the people of Texas stands pledged to the 

preservation of a republican form of government, and, subject to this limitation only, they have at 

all times the inalienable right to alter, reform or abolish their government in such manner as they 

may think expedient. [Emphasis by Highlight Added] 

 
Please take notice that in republican forms of government that the People have all power, and 

government is not found on the will of any government worker, but simply the People, and they 

hold the power to reform government at will. Please take further notice that any time the People 

declare Bills or Declarations of Rights in Republics, the government and its agents are barred 

from interfering with those powers as they are excepted from the general powers of government 

(see authority below): 

 

 
Text of Section 29: 

Provisions of Bill of Rights Excepted from Powers of Government; to Forever Remain 

Inviolate 

 
To guard against transgressions of the high powers herein delegated, we declare that 

everything in this "Bill of Rights" is excepted out of the general powers of government, and shall 

forever remain inviolate, and all laws contrary thereto, or to the following provisions, shall be 

void. [Emphasis by Highlight Added] 

 
Please take notice that in republican forms of government, the fundamental law is mandatory 

and guaranteed and based on the will of the People. In none of the 50 Constitutions or the 

United States Constitution did the People give power over their private matters to any 



government servant, nor does the government have authority in the Federal to offer anything 

other than government in republican form for all the states. All governments are without 

authority to interfere with any freedom or liberty stated and declared in any of the State 

Constitutions and I declare that all for profit partnerships, Title 42 Revenue generating 

programs, are unlawful to be used against the People with any type of government agents using 

any force or coercion, by themselves or the corporate entities created in any state by the 

permission of the People. If you believe that the People gave you power over their private affairs 

as a Corporation, to order vaccine mandates for employment, it is my wish for the Federal and 

appropriate State Legislature to immediately investigate this activity and to restrict or prohibit the 

commerce of this company in this state or in the United States of America. Furthermore, I wish 

for any company or federal actor, that may be receiving any funds in any partnership or program 

related to Covid to give full disclosure of all funds distributed or received. It is also my demand 

that my private rights, and the rights and liberty interest of all Americans be respected and that 

there be a $20,000,000 fine for each occurrence of termination or lay off based on any Vaccine 

or Mask mandate. By not responding with Constitutional Authority for forcing these things on 

any employee, as one of the People, you agree to be personally bound for using authority not 

given in any Constitution or for not protecting the rights of one of the People as an Employer. 
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